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ABSTRACT: Many biomedical and biosensing applications
require functionalization of surfaces with proteins. To this end,
the E/K coiled-coil peptide heterodimeric system has been shown
to be advantageous. First, Kcoil peptides are covalently grafted onto
a given surface. Ecoil-tagged proteins can then be non-covalently
captured via a specific interaction with their Kcoil partners.
Previously, oriented Kcoil grafting was achieved via thiol coupling,
using a unique Kcoil with a terminal cysteine residue. However,
cysteine-terminated Kcoil peptides are hard to produce, purify, and
oxidize during storage. Indeed, they tend to homodimerize and
form disulfide bonds via oxidation of their terminal thiol group,
making it impossible to later graft them on thiol-reactive surfaces.
Kcoil peptides also contain multiple free amine groups, available for
covalent coupling through carbodiimide chemistry. Grafting Kcoil peptides on surfaces via amine coupling would thus guarantee
their immobilization regardless of their terminal cysteine’s oxidation state, at the expense of the control over their orientation. In this
work, we compare Kcoil grafting strategies for the subsequent capture of Ecoil-tagged proteins, for applications such as surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing and cell culture onto protein-decorated substrates. We compare the “classic” thiol coupling of
cysteine-terminated Kcoil peptides to the amine coupling of (i) monomeric Kcoil and (ii) dimeric Kcoil−Kcoil linked by a disulfide
bond. We have observed that SPR biosensing performances relying on captured Ecoil-tagged proteins were similar for amine-coupled
dimeric Kcoil−Kcoil and thiol-coupled Kcoil peptides, at the expense of higher Ecoil-tagged protein consumption. For cell culture
applications, Ecoil-tagged growth factors captured on amine-coupled monomeric Kcoil signaled through cell receptors similarly to
those captured on thiol-coupled Kcoil peptides. Altogether, while oriented thiol coupling of cysteine-terminated Kcoil peptides
remains the most reliable and versatile platform for Ecoil-tagged protein capture, amine coupling of Kcoil peptides, either
monomeric or dimerized through a cysteine bond, can offer a good alternative when the challenges and costs associated with the
production of monomeric cysteine-tagged Kcoil are too dissuasive for the application.

1. INTRODUCTION
Surface functionalization with proteins is used for various
biomedical and biosensing applications.1 One key challenge is
maintaining the bioactivity of immobilized proteins,2,3 i.e.,
preserving the integrity and accessibility of their binding site.
As such, several immobilization strategies have been developed
for the decoration of biomaterials with proteins.4 These
include protein adsorption directly on the biomaterial
surface,5,6 covalent grafting of the proteins,7−9 as well as the
design of chimeric proteins harboring bioengineered tags to
promote capture on surfaces decorated with the complemen-
tary tag binder.10,11 For this strategy, many interacting pairs
have been reported: biotin/(strept)avidin,12,13 Fc domain/
protein A or G,14,15 heparin-binding domain/heparin,16,17 SH3
domain/peptide binding partners,18,19 and natural or de novo
designed coiled-coil peptidic heteromers.20,21

Among coiled-coils, the bioinspired Ecoil (EVSALEK)5 and
Kcoil (KVSALKE)5 peptide pair has been successfully used for
the oriented capture of bioactive proteins22 in surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) biosensing,23−25 enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assays (ELISA),26 recombinant protein purification,27

as well as capture of proteins on cell culture compatible
surfaces28 and hydrogels.29 More specifically, fusion proteins
have been genetically modified to express an Ecoil tag, while
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the complementary Kcoil partner was covalently grafted onto a
surface. The expression of proteins tagged with the Ecoil
peptide, rather than the Kcoil, is mainly guided by the better
yields observed with the former peptide in mammalian
expression platforms.30 As a result, the Kcoil partner has
been preferred as the capture ligand, and several grafting
strategies have been explored using specific amino acids added
to the terminal ends of the Kcoil peptides.

The most reported Kcoil grafting strategy is covalent
coupling via thiol chemistry, through a cysteine engineered
at the N- or C-terminus of each Kcoil peptide.31 The major
limitation of this approach resides in the fact that the Kcoil
peptide homodimerizes in a parallel fashion due to hydro-
phobic interactions when at high concentrations,32 such as
during harvesting at the end of chemical peptide synthesis or
bacterial production.33 This homodimerization in turn leads to
the rapid formation of a disulfide bond between two cysteine-
tagged Kcoils. This rapid oxidation phenomenon complicates
peptide grafting and introduces variability in the yield of the
grafting process. Moreover, increasing the grafting yield using
reducing agents is not practically feasible as we have shown
that such reagents deactivate the functional groups of the
linkers used for thiol chemistry.34 Since the Cys-Kcoil peptide
is difficult and costly to produce by chemical synthesis due to
its length, and difficulty to recover from bacterial production,
we here evaluate alternative coupling chemistry that would
negate the inclusion of a cysteine altogether, and avoid the
issues associated with the terminal thiol functional group.

Since the Kcoil peptide possesses several free amine groups
throughout its primary structure (those being originally
designed to control hetero- versus homodimerization), it
could instead be grafted through carbodiimide chemistry.35

This would allow Kcoil peptides to be grafted regardless of the
presence of cysteine and/or its oxidation state, at the expense
of controlled orientation.

In this work, three Kcoil peptide grafting strategies were
studied. First, to investigate whether including a cysteine in
Kcoil could be avoided, cysteine-free Kcoil peptides (Cys-free
Kcoil) were grafted via amine coupling onto carboxylic acid-
exposing surfaces.36 Then, for comparison sake, monomeric
cysteine-terminated Kcoil peptides (Cys-Kcoil) were grafted
by thiol coupling, through their unique N-terminus cysteine,
onto thiol-reactive surfaces.37 Finally, to verify whether Cys-
Kcoil oxidation level monitoring and control could be omitted,
dimeric Kcoil−Kcoil peptides (resulting from the oxidation of
Cys-Kcoil) were grafted onto surfaces by amine coupling. The
last approach was tested as Kcoil homodimers are known to
rearrange upon addition of Ecoil peptides to form E/K coiled-
coil heterodimers.32 These Kcoil grafting strategies were tested
by SPR biosensing to evaluate the stability of the Kcoil
interaction with the Ecoil peptide, and the repeatability of
assays aiming to measure protein−protein interactions
between immobilized Ecoil-tagged ligands and solution
analytes. For the study of protein−protein interactions using
coiled-coil ligand capture, both weak (IgG with Ecoil-FcγRIIIa,
KD ≈ 700 nM) or strong (EGFR with Ecoil-EGF, KD ≈ 10
nM) model systems were analyzed. These biosensor-based
evaluations were complemented by cell culture experiments
aiming at evaluating the potential of each Kcoil grafting
strategy for biomedical applications.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemical Reagents and Biological Materials.

Cysteine-terminated Kcoil [CGG-(KVSALKE)5, Cys-Kcoil)
and cysteine-free azidohomoalanine-terminated Kcoil
(AhaGG-(KVSALKE)5, Cys-free Kcoil)] peptides were
synthesized at the University of Sherbrooke (QC, Canada)
on a Symphony X solid-phase peptide synthesizer (Gyros
Protein Technologies). Peptides were purified by preparative
inverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography and
characterized by mass spectroscopy. The final purity was
>99.9%. The Ecoil peptide [(EVSALEK)5] was synthesized at
the University of Colorado (CO, USA) on a CEM Liberty
System microwave-assisted synthesizer (Matthews, NC),
purified, and characterized as previously described.38 The
final purity was >95%. All peptides used in this study
underwent N-terminal acetylation and C-terminal amidation.
FcγRIIIa (V158 mutant) tagged with an Ecoil peptide and the
wild-type monoclonal IgG Trastuzumab (TZM) were
produced by transient transfection in CHO-3E7 cells and
purified as shown in the work of Cambay et al.23 Briefly, Ecoil-
tagged FcγRIIIa was purified by ion metal affinity chromatog-
raphy, and TZM was purified by protein A affinity
chromatography. Both proteins were then further purified by
size-exclusion chromatography to remove protein aggregates
(final % of aggregates: <5%.23) EGF protein bearing a
polyhistidine arm with an Ecoil tag at its end (Ecoil-EGF)
was produced by transient transfection in HEK293-6E cells
and purified by immobilized-ion affinity chromatography and
size exclusion chromatography as shown in the work of
Boucher et al.30 The purified, aggregate-free protein was
characterized by SDS-PAGE30 and ELISA, R&D Systems
#DY236) and stored at −80 °C until use. Recombinant human
EGF (hEGF, #236-EG) and EGFR-Fc chimera (EGFR, #344-
ER) proteins were purchased from R&D Systems. Mouse anti-
phosphotyrosine primary antibody (PY99) was purchased
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (#sc-7020). Mouse anti-β-
actin primary antibody was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(#1978). HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG was purchased from
Novus (#NB7561).

Mercaptopropionic acid (#M5801), 3-aminopropyltriethox-
ysilane (APTES, #440140), sodium orthovanadate (phospha-
tase inhibitor, #56508), guanidium hydrochloride (#G3272),
ethanolamine hydrochloride (#E6133), 5,5′-dithio-bis-(2-
nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, #22582), and Tween20
(#P1379) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Succinimidyl
3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP, #21857) N-hydroxysuc-
cinimide (NHS, #24500), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, #22980), and lysis buffer
(M-PER Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent, #78503)
were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Ethylenedia-
minetetraacetic acid (EDTA, # 409930010) was purchased
from Fisher Scientific. 2-(2-pyridinyldithio) ethanamine hydro-
chloride (PDEA, #BR100058) was purchased from Cytiva. L-
Cysteine (#173601000) was purchased from Acros Organics.

The A-431 (ATCC #CRL-1555) cell line was purchased
from Cedarlane. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
(DMEM, ATCC #30-2002) and penicillin−streptomycin
(ATCC #30-2300) were purchased from Cedarlane. Gibco’s
heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, #A3840301) was
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.

All aqueous solutions and buffers were prepared with
ultrapure Milli-Q water (Millipore Gradient A10 purification
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system) and were filtered with 0.22 μm polyethersulfone
membranes before use. HBS-EP buffer was prepared by
diluting 10× HBS-EP buffer (#BR100669) from Cytiva.
Acetate, borate, and PBS buffers were prepared from sodium
acetate (#S2889), sodium tetraborate (#229946), and saline
phosphate (#P5368) powders purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
2.2. Kcoil Peptide Grafting Strategies for Protein

Capture in SPR Biosensing. All SPR experiments were
performed on a Biacore T100 biosensor, which uses the
geometry proposed by Kretschmann and Raether.39,40 Gold
CM5 sensor chips (Cytiva) bearing a layer of carboxymethy-
lated dextran were used. The running buffer was HBS-EP. The
experiments were conducted at 25 °C with a data collection
rate of 10 Hz. Two 15 s pulses of 6 M guanidium-HCl were
used to regenerate the Kcoil surfaces between cycles.
2.3. Kcoil Grafting via Amine Coupling. Covalent

grafting of Kcoil through amine coupling was performed
according to a previously published protocol.36 The sensor
chip surface was activated at 25 °C by injecting 0.4 M EDC
and 0.1 M NHS mixed at a 1:1 (v/v) ratio for 7 min at 20 μL/
min. Cysteine-free azidohomoalanine-terminated Kcoil (Cys-
free Kcoil) was selected. Cys-free Kcoil was diluted in a 10 mM
acetate buffer at pH 5.0 and was injected on the experimental
surface at a concentration of 167 μg/mL through 15 s pulses at
20 μL/min until the required density was reached: 200 RU for
the low-density surface and the highest possible (1000 RU) for
the high-density surface. Then, the remaining active sites were
blocked by injecting ethanolamine (1 M at pH 8.5) at 20 μL/
min for 4 min. Before and after the surface preparation, the
system was extensively primed with a running buffer (HBS-
EP).
2.4. Kcoil Grafting via Thiol Coupling. Covalent grafting

of Kcoil via thiol coupling was performed according to a
previously published protocol.37 The thiol coupling reagent
PDEA was first immobilized on the sensor surface via amine
coupling. The sensor chip was activated at 25 °C with NHS/
EDC through a 4 min injection at 5 μL/min. Then, 1.8 mg of
PDEA was dissolved in 150 μL of 50 mM borate (pH 8.5) and
injected for 8 min at 5 μL/min. Ethanolamine (4 min, 5 μL/
min) was then injected to deactivate the surface. Cys-Kcoil was
diluted in 100 mM acetate (pH 4.5) to obtain a Kcoil
concentration of 167 μg/mL. This solution was injected in 15 s
pulses until the target density was reached: 15 RU for the low-
density surface and the highest possible (2500 RU) for the
high-density surface. Finally, a cysteine-NaCl solution made by
diluting 3 mg of L-cysteine and 14 mg of NaCl in 500 μL of
acetate (100 mM, pH 4.5) was injected at 5 μL/min for 4 min
to deactivate the unreacted PDEA groups.
2.5. Kcoil Homodimerization and Grafting via Amine

Coupling. Kcoil−Kcoil peptides (dimeric Cys-Kcoil) were
naturally formed by the oxidation of cysteine residues at the
end of Cys-Kcoil peptides. Cys-Kcoil peptides (1 mg/mL in
Milli-Q water) were left at room temperature (RT) for 72 h.
Before further use, the proportion of Cys-Kcoil peptides that
remained monomeric was evaluated by measuring the quantity
of free thiols with Ellman assays.41 In brief, samples were
diluted in PBS (100 mM, pH 7.4) supplemented with 1 mM
EDTA, 720 μM DTNB and 0.025% v/v Tween20, in a clear
96-well microplate. After 1 min, the concentration of free thiols
in the sample was measured by absorbance at 405 nm (with a
correction at 630 nm) on a Victor V microplate reader from
Perkin Elmer.

Next, amine covalent grafting of the dimeric Cys-Kcoil was
performed in the same way as the grafting of Cys-free Kcoil
(amine coupling). The low-density surface contained 350 RU
of dimeric Kcoil, and the high-density surface contained 1500
RU.
2.6. SPR Experiments for Ecoil−Kcoil Interaction

Measurements. Kcoil was grafted either through amine
coupling or through thiol coupling (see above). To evaluate
the dissociation rate of the Ecoil−Kcoil complex, six Ecoil
concentrations (from 5 to 200 nM) were injected in duplicates.
The injection time was 200 s, and the dissociation time was
700 s. The injection flow rate was set to 50 μL/min. A mock
surface (for referencing purposes) was generated by activating/
deactivating the surface with the same solutions (without any
Kcoil injections). Blank injections were performed for double
referencing purposes.42

2.7. Estimation of the Ecoil−Kcoil Complex Dissoci-
ation. Assuming a 1:1 interaction, the dissociation kinetics are
described by the following equation

=R t R k t t( ) exp( ( ))t d,app offoff (1)

where R(t) is the SPR response in time (in RU), toff and R toff

are the time (in s) and SPR response at the start of the
dissociation phase, and kd,app is the apparent estimated
dissociation rate (in s−1). This equation can be linearized

=
i
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with respect to (t − toff) shows all

sensorgrams superimposed with a slope of kd,app.
2.8. SPR Experiments to Measure the FcγRIIIa−IgG

Interaction with the Ecoil−Kcoil System. Here, the Ecoil-
tagged FcγRIIIa acts as the ligand: it is captured on the sensor
surface through an Ecoil−Kcoil interaction. The IgG
Trastuzumab (TZM) is then injected on the surface to act as
the analyte: its binding to the ligand is measured via SPR. A
SPR sensorgram is composed of a combination of an analyte
injection phase (association phase) followed by a buffer
injection phase (dissociation phase). Each cycle ended with a
regeneration step to break the Ecoil−Kcoil bounds. New Ecoil-
tagged FcγRIIIa was captured at the beginning of each cycle.

The Ecoil-tagged FcγRIIIa (0.25 μg/mL) was injected at 10
μL/min until the desired captured density was attained. To
avoid mass transport limitations, a small quantity of FcγRIIIa
was captured on the surface (approximately 20 RU). To this
end, a short injection was performed to determine the rate of
Ecoil-tagged FcγRIIIa capture on the Kcoil surfaces, and the
Ecoil-tagged FcγRIIIa injection time used in the experiment
was calculated by considering the capture rate to be constant.
The association phase and dissociation phase times were set to
200 and 480 s, respectively, and the injection flow rate was 30
μL/min. The procedure was the same for all Kcoil surfaces.
2.9. Repeatability Assessment of the FcγRIIIa−IgG

Interaction Measurements with the Ecoil−Kcoil System.
To assess the repeatability of the SPR assay, two batches of 16
FcγRIIIa−IgG sensorgrams were recorded for each Kcoil
surface. The FcγRIIIa injection time was calculated through an
injection time test as mentioned above before each batch of
experiments. A concentration of 270 nM of TZM was injected
during the analyte injection phase. The FcγRIIIa capture level
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as well as the FcγRIIIa−IgG sensorgrams were recorded
(association and dissociation phase). To quantify the
repeatability of the assay, we used the similarity score
introduced by Karlsson et al.43

= +

·

similarity score % Pts in window % Pts out of

window
SSQ

SSQ
window mean

points mean (3)

The similarity score was calculated independently for the
association and dissociation phases, as well as for each batch. A
mean sensorgram was obtained for each batch by calculating
the average SPR signal at every time step over all sensorgrams
in a batch. The score tells us if a sensorgram is similar or not to
the mean sensorgram. It consists of two terms. The first term is
the proportion of data points comprised within a predefined
window around the mean sensorgram. The second term
penalizes sensorgrams for which data points outside of the
similarity window are located far away from the limits of the
window. Overall, a similarity score between 0% (dissimilar)
and 100% (similar) is obtained for each sensorgram. The
sensorgram-specific scores can be averaged to assess the
repeatability of a particular grafting strategy.
2.10. SPR Experiments to Measure the EGF−EGFR

Interaction with the Ecoil−Kcoil System. Here, Ecoil-EGF
recombinant protein acted as the ligand, and the EGFR-Fc
chimera (EGFR) acted as the analyte. Ecoil-EGF was injected
at 10 μL/min until approximately 10 RU were captured on the
sensor surface. An injection time test was previously performed
to obtain the capture rate (RU/s). EGFR-Fc was injected
during 480 s, followed by a 1250 s dissociation phase. Longer
association and dissociation times were used due to the high
avidity of the EGF−EGFR system. The injection flow rate was
30 μL/min. These parameters were the same for all Kcoil
grafting methods. The Ecoil-EGF concentration was 0.1 μg/
mL for the experiments with amine-coupled Kcoil and amine-
coupled dimeric Kcoil and 0.05 μg/mL for thiol-coupled Kcoil.
2.11. Repeatability Assessment of the EGF−EGFR

Interaction Measurements with the Ecoil−Kcoil System.
The repeatability of the EGF−EGFR assay was evaluated
similarly to that of the IgG−FcγRIIIa assay. Two batches of 16
sensorgrams were obtained, and the similarity scores were
computed, as previously detailed. The EGFR concentration
was 0.05 nM.
2.12. Cellular-Scale Study of Kcoil Peptide Grafting

Strategies for Protein Capture. 2.12.1. Surface Prepara-
tion on Glass Slides. Prior to functionalization, 1 cm × 1 cm
glass slides (Erie Scientific Co.) were immersed for 24 h in
KOH-saturated isopropanol for thorough cleaning and then
extensively rinsed in Milli-Q water and air-dried. The slides
were then functionalized to generate a thiol-reactive layer as
previously described.44 The slides were placed in an airtight
container with 100 μL of APTES (four slides per container)
and incubated overnight at RT for gas-phase deposit. They
were then incubated for 2.5 h at 120 °C to covalently bind the
APTES layer, then rinsed in ethanol and Milli-Q water (twice),
and air-dried.

The surfaces were then covered for 1 h at RT with 150 μL of
SPDP, 2 mM in 90% PBS/10% DMSO, then rinsed in PBS
and Milli-Q water (twice), and air-dried.

2.12.2. Kcoil Grafting via Thiol Coupling. Glass surfaces
covered with APTES and SPDP were covered with 100 μL of a
5 μM solution of the Cys-Kcoil peptide in PBS, for 2 h at RT,

then rinsed in PBS and Milli-Q water, and air-dried. The
remaining active pyridyldithiol groups of the SPDP layer were
blocked by covering the slides with 150 μL of a 50 μM L-
cysteine solution in a saline acetate buffer (100 mM, pH 4.5,
supplemented with 0.5 mM NaCl) for 1 h at RT. The surfaces
were then rinsed in PBS and Milli-Q water (twice), air-dried,
and stored at 4 °C in an airtight container until use.

2.12.3. Kcoil Grafting via Amine Coupling. To generate an
amine-reactive layer, the glass surfaces functionalized with
APTES and SPDP were covered for 1 h at RT with 150 μL of
mercaptopropionic acid, 1 mM in PBS, then rinsed in PBS and
Milli-Q water (twice), and air-dried. They were then covered
by 150 μL of 0.1 M NHS and 0.4 M EDC at a 1:1 ratio (10
min, RT), rinsed in Milli-Q water (three times), and air-dried.
Finally, the surfaces were covered with 100 μL of a 5 μM
solution of the Cys-free Kcoil peptide in PBS, for 2 h at RT,
then rinsed in PBS and Milli-Q water (twice), and air-dried.
Cys-free Kcoil-functionalized surfaces were then stored at 4 °C
in an airtight container until use.
2.13. Cell Culture. A-431 cells were maintained at 37 °C in

a humid incubator, in complete medium: DMEM supple-
mented with penicillin−streptomycin and 10% FBS. Cells were
passaged when they reached 85−90% confluence. “Basal
medium” refers to DMEM + penicillin−streptomycin (without
FBS).
2.14. Phosphorylation Assays. At t = 0 h, the Kcoil-

functionalized surfaces were sterilized in 70% ethanol and then
rinsed in sterile Milli-Q water. The following steps were
performed under aseptic conditions as described in a previous
study.28 The surfaces were covered by 100 μL Ecoil-EGF (0, 1,
10, or 100 nM) in PBS and incubated at 37 °C for 2 h. The
liquid was then collected and analyzed by ELISA to assess the
grafting density of Ecoil-EGF, and the surfaces were rinsed
three times in PBS. Cells were then passaged and resuspended
in the basal medium and seeded on the surfaces: 100,000 cells/
surface, in 100 μL of the basal medium, and incubated at 37
°C, 5% CO2 for 5 h. After 4 h and 55 min, surfaces previously
incubated without Ecoil-EGF were covered for 5 min with 100
μL of hEGF (0, 0.5, or 1 nM) in the basal medium as a positive
control for rapid EGF-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of
EGF receptor (EGFR).45 Of interest, we have previously
shown that hEGF and Ecoil-EGF have similar bioactivity in
solution�EC50 = 4 nM for EGFR phosphorylation.3

All surfaces were then rinsed three times in PBS
supplemented with 1 mM sodium orthovanadate and then
covered with 100 μL of lysis buffer supplemented with 0.1 mM
sodium orthovanadate. After 5 min, the surfaces were scraped
and the liquid was collected and centrifuged (10,000g, 20 min)
to remove insoluble material. Supernatants (lysates) were then
stored at −80 °C until further characterization by western blot.
2.15. Western Blot. A431 lysates were analyzed for

phosphotyrosine levels by western blot, using the mouse p-
Tyr primary antibody. Before the assay, the global protein
concentration was measured using the Bradford reagent, and
the same protein amount was loaded in each well for gel
electrophoresis. Similar loading of the wells was also controlled
by probing for β-actin. HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG was
used as the secondary antibody. Images were taken using a Gel
Doc XR + system (Bio-Rad) and analyzed using the Image Lab
v5.2.1 software (Bio-Rad).
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Kcoil Peptide Grafting Strategies for Protein

Capture in SPR Biosensing. The performances of the three
covalent grafting strategies were first evaluated by SPR
biosensing.39,40,42 The various Kcoil peptides were coupled
to the carboxymethylated dextran coating of the SPR sensor
chip. For each strategy, Ecoil as well as Ecoil-tagged proteins
(Ecoil-FcγRIIIa and Ecoil-EGF) were then injected onto the
Kcoil decorated sensor chips.23,30 The ability of the captured
Ecoil-tagged ligands to bind to their soluble complementary
biological partners (the analytes in SPR terminology) was
finally assessed for each Kcoil grafting strategy.

3.1.1. Ecoil Peptide Interaction with the Grafted Kcoil
Peptide. First, the ability of i) amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil,
ii) thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil, and iii) amine-coupled dimeric
Cys-Kcoil to bind a single Ecoil peptide was evaluated. To that
end, we grafted 200 RU of Cys-free Kcoil (amine coupling), 15
RU of Cys-Kcoil (thiol coupling), and 350 RU of dimeric Cys-
Kcoil (amine coupling) peptides. These grafting levels were
selected to avoid mass transport limitations. Amine-coupled
Kcoil peptides were grafted to higher levels as the random
grafting orientation reduced overall surface bioactivity (see

below). Of interest, we performed Ellman assays41 to
determine that dimeric Cys-Kcoil peptides samples actually
contained 74% (mass %) of dimers and 26% of monomers.

The dissociation rate constants for the Ecoil/Kcoil
complexes were then determined, as they directly reflect the
ability of the Kcoil surfaces to retain Ecoil-tagged proteins. The
analysis was started after the initial 200 s of dissociation as the
SPR sensorgrams showed a biphasic behavior with an initial
rapid dissociation (Figure 1) followed by a slower dissociation,
especially for the amine-coupled surfaces (Figure 1 A and C).
The fastest Ecoil dissociation occurred with the amine
coupling of dimeric Cys-Kcoil peptides (Table 1).

For proteins and peptides, the SPR signal is proportional to
the mass accumulated at the sensor surface.46 As Kcoil and

Figure 1. Ecoil binding to grafted Kcoil. SPR sensorgrams corresponding to Ecoil peptide injections over 200 RU of grafted Cys-free Kcoil by
amine coupling (A), 15 RU of grafted Cys-Kcoil by thiol coupling (B), and 350 RU of grafted dimeric Cys-Kcoil by amine coupling (C).
Sensorgrams were linearized and normalized (right panels, black). The slopes of the red fits estimate the apparent dissociation rate for the Cys-free
Kcoil (D), the Cys-Kcoil (E), and the dimerized Cys-Kcoil (F) surfaces.

Table 1. Ecoil−Kcoil Interaction Characteristics as
Measured via SPR for Different Kcoil Grafting Strategies

coupling kd,app(10−4 s−1) bioavailability

Cys-free Kcoil amine coupling 3.08 ± 0.02 5.00 ± 0.10%
Cys-Kcoil thiol coupling 1.80 ± 0.01 44.0 ± 3.00%
dimeric Cys-Kcoil amine coupling 4.68 ± 0.01 3.14 ± 0.06%
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Ecoil peptides have approximately the same molecular weight
(4 kDa), the SPR response reached for high concentrations of
Ecoil peptides would approach the level of grafted Kcoil
peptides, assuming all grafted Kcoil peptides were bioavailable.
As such, we can estimate the overall bioavailability of a Kcoil-
functionalized surface

= ×
R

R
% bioavailability 100

Analyte

Ligand (4)

Here, RAnalyte is the maximal response observed when injecting
Ecoil peptides (the analyte) and RLigand is the grafting level of
Kcoil peptides (the ligand); the SPR signal should be
measured assuming that the surface is saturated with Ecoil
peptides and all Kcoil peptides are bioavailable. The thiol-
coupled Kcoil peptide surface was found to have the highest
percentage of bioavailability. The dimeric Cys-Kcoil surface
had a similar bioavailability and dissociation rate to the amine-
coupled Cys-free Kcoil surface.

For amine-coupled Kcoil (monomeric and dimeric), the
faster dissociation as well as the decreased bioavailability may
be due to the inherent heterogeneity that results from amine
coupling. Indeed, while thiol coupling can only occur through
the N-terminal cysteine, amine coupling can take place on any
of the 11 free amine groups present in the lysine side chains.
Multiple amine groups allow for some Kcoil peptides to be
grafted to the surface by more than one anchorage point.
Overall, the amine coupling was most likely heterogeneous,
with many of the coupled Kcoil peptides unable to form coiled-
coil heterodimers. Kcoils grafted via a single amine may be
affected differently in their interaction with the Ecoil,
depending on the heptad in which the reacting lysine is
located. Indeed, central heptads contribute more to the Ecoil/
Kcoil interactions.22,44 Also, multipoint grafting of a single
Kcoil may occur, which further impedes its interaction with its
Ecoil partner due to steric hindrance and a loss of
conformational flexibility.

3.1.2. Grafted Kcoil Peptides as Capture Agents for IgG−
FcγRIIIa Interaction Analysis. To assess the efficiency of the
differently grafted Kcoils as capture molecules, we evaluated
their ability to capture Ecoil-tagged FcγRIIIa (V158) for
subsequent interaction with an IgG (Trastuzumab, TZM). The
FcγRIIIa/IgG system was chosen due to its relatively weak
binding affinity (KD ≈ 700 nM23), which would provide
informative association and dissociation profiles (with
appreciable curvature) depending on the preceding Kcoil
grafting strategies.

Each experiment begins by capturing the Ecoil-FcγRIIIa
(ligand). To avoid mass transport limitations, we aimed to
capture a small quantity of ligands on the surface (20 RU).
The required injection time was determined by extrapolating
from a 25 s test injection (as seen in Table 2), assuming the
capture rate (RU/s) was constant. Both methods based on
amine chemistry had slower capture rates than the thiol-
coupled method, most likely due to the random orientation of
the Kcoils slowing down the formation of E/Kcoil hetero-
dimers. Between amine coupling strategies, it is noteworthy
that the dimeric Cys-Kcoil captures Ecoil-tagged FcγRIIIa
more efficiently, which is consistent with the increased local
concentration of Kcoil heptads.

Figure 2A−C shows the evolution of the ligand capture
level, obtained with the required injection time reported in
Table 2, for all Kcoil surfaces over two batches of 16 cycles. All

three coupling strategies showed repeatable capture levels over
a given batch of experiments. The FcγRIIIa capture level
reached with amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil was the furthest
from the 20 RU target. Since the SPR response during the 25 s
injection time test was smaller, the calculated capture rate
(Table 2) is more uncertain.

Figure 2D−F shows the corresponding IgG−FcγRIIIa
interaction sensorgrams. To highlight the differences in
kinetics, rather than the ligand capture level, all sensorgrams
were normalized to 100% at the end of the analyte injection
phase. Qualitatively, thiol coupling of Cys-Kcoil peptides and
amine coupling of dimeric Cys-Kcoil peptides both led to
repeatable responses, as the sensorgrams are well overlaid. On
the other hand, amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil displayed more
variable kinetics over repeated injections, as seen by the poorly
overlaid sensorgrams in Figure 2 D. Some cycles even showed
negative values toward the end of the dissociation, indicative of
ligand loss due to dissociation of the Kcoil−Ecoil complex.

To quantify this observation, we computed a similarity
score.43 For each batch of experiments, a mean sensorgram was
calculated. Each sensorgram in the batch was then compared
to the mean sensorgram to produce a similarity score (from 0%
to 100%, with 100% being a perfect similarity score). The
comparison window, that is the maximum deviation from the
mean at which a sensorgram is considered similar, was varied
from 0.1 to 1 RU. For each Kcoil peptide grafting method, the
similarity scores of all 32 sensorgrams were averaged and are
reported in Figure 3, and we defined the error bars by taking
the standard deviation.

The amine coupling of Cys-free Kcoil had the worst
similarity score. Overall, the sensorgrams obtained by grafting
a dimeric Cys-Kcoil via amine coupling were similarly
repeatable as those obtained by grafting Cys-Kcoil via thiol
coupling.

3.1.3. Grafted Kcoil Peptides as Capture Molecules for
EGF−EGFR Interaction Analysis. We also chose to study the
impact of the initial Kcoil grafting strategy to capture ligands
that bind to their analytes with high affinity, where only the
association profile is relevant. To this end, we chose the
epidermal growth factor (EGF)/EGF receptor (EGFR) system
(KD ≈ 10 nM47). We captured Ecoil-EGF on Kcoil-
functionalized surfaces functionalized using the three grafting
strategies and then monitored the interactions with the soluble
EGFR-Fc fusion proteins (EGFR). Table 3 indicates that the
dimeric Kcoil had a nearly three times faster Ecoil-EGF capture
rate compared to the monomeric Cys-free Kcoil. The capture
rate of thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil was even faster, despite the fact
that a lower Ecoil-EGF concentration was used compared to
the amine coupling-based strategies. These observations are in
excellent agreement with those reported for Ecoil-FcγRIIIa
(Table 2).

Table 2. FcγRIIIa Injection Time Test

coupling
RU in
25 s

capture
rate

(RU/s)

required injection
time for 20 RU

(s)

FcγRIIIa
consumed for 20

RU (ng)

Cys-free Kcoil
amine
coupling

1.4 0.06 357 14.9

Cys-Kcoil thiol
coupling

14.2 0.57 35 1.5

dimeric Cys-
Kcoil amine
coupling

3.1 0.12 161 6.7
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Figure 2. Repeatability of SPR biosensing experiments relying on coiled-coil-mediated capture of the ligand for different Kcoil grafting schemes.
Ecoil-tagged ligand (FcγRIIIa V158) capture levels are evaluated with respect to the cycle number for two batches of experiments. The results are
given for the amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil (A), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (B), and amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (C). Overlaid sensorgrams of
the interaction between TZM and FcγRIIIaV158 are given for the same concentration of TZM injected in each cycle for amine-coupled Cys-free
Kcoil (D), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (E), and amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (F).

Figure 3. Similarity scores for the analysis of the interaction between TZM and Ecoil-FcγRIIIa (V158), where Ecoil-FcγRIIIa is captured by amine-
coupled Cys-free Kcoil (blue bars), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (orange bars), or amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (yellow bars). The similarity scores
were calculated independently both for the analyte injection phase (A) and the dissociation phase (B). A mean sensorgram was obtained for each of
the two 16-sensorgram batches of experiments. All 16 sensorgrams within a batch were then compared to the mean sensorgram. Results show the
average similarity score for both batches of all grafting methods, with a comparison window varying from 0.1 to 10 RU. The results obtained for
each batch are shown in Figure S1.
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Figure 4A−C shows the capture level of Ecoil-EGF across
two 16-cycle batches of experiments for each Kcoil peptides
grafting strategy. Capture levels were repeatable within a batch,
for all strategies. Thiol coupling had higher capture levels
(approximately 15 RU instead of 10 RU). Ecoil-EGF injection
time for this condition was 12 s, rather than 8 s as reported in
Table 3, to accommodate the minimum injection volume of
the biosensor.

Figure 4D−F shows the normalized sensorgrams for the
corresponding EGF−EGFR interactions. Replicate sensor-

grams were overlaid for all Kcoil peptides couplings. This
system diverges from the results of the IgG−FcγRIIIa system,
where the amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil surface had several
outlier sensorgrams. Figure 5 shows that all three strategies had
comparable similarity scores, even for different comparison
windows. This may result from the high stability of the EGF
interaction with dimeric EGFR-Fc, leading to rebinding of
EGFR-Fc to a nearby Ecoil-EGF, in turn obliterating the
impact of the Kcoil coupling strategy.

Amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil thus appears to be a valid
alternative grafting scheme to the “classical” thiol coupling
approach as it showed similar repeatability in measured
kinetics both with a weak (FcγRIIIa) and a strong (EGFR)
system. Dimeric Cys-Kcoil is an unavoidable by-product of
Cys-Kcoil synthesis, and using it in SPR experiments via amine
coupling is a way to salvage an otherwise unusable oxidized
stock. However, the immobilization rate associated with their
use as capture agents was slower, in turn increasing the
consumption of Ecoil-tagged proteins for biosensing experi-
ments. Hence, it should be considered as a valid option when
the Ecoil-tagged protein is not expensive.

Table 3. Ecoil-EGF Injection Time Test

coupling

Ecoil-EGF
concentration

(μg/mL)

RU
in

25 s

capture
rate

(RU/s)

required
injection time
for 10 RU (s)

EGF
consumed

for
10 RU (ng)

Cys-free Kcoil
amine
coupling

0.1 8 0.32 32 0.5

Cys-Kcoil
thiol
coupling

0.05 33 1.32 8 0.1

dimeric Cys-
Kcoil amine
coupling

0.1 22 0.88 12 0.2

Figure 4. Repeatability of the Ecoil−Kcoil system for different Kcoil grafting strategies. Ligand (EGF) capture levels are evaluated with respect to
the cycle number for two batches of experiments. The results are given for the amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil (A), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (B), and
amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (C). Overlaid sensorgrams of the interaction between EGFR and EGF are given for the same concentration of
EGFR injected in each cycle for amine-coupled Cys-free Kcoil (D), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (E), and amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (F).
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4. CELLULAR-SCALE STUDY OF KCOIL PEPTIDE
GRAFTING STRATEGIES FOR PROTEIN CAPTURE

Another goal of this study was to assess the impact of Kcoil
peptide grafting strategies for protein capture at the cellular
scale. The rationale behind this approach was to establish
whether, for surface biofunctionalization purposes, the oriented
grafting of Kcoil provides an advantage in terms of the final
biological outcome. Indeed, while SPR and related biosensing
assays provide real-time, kinetic insight into the observed
systems, the phenomena observed at the cellular level are more
complex with potential diffusion limitations and characterized
by longer timescales.

The cellular assays were performed by grafting Kcoil
peptides on functionalized glass slides44 and capturing Ecoil-
EGF proteins.28 A-431 cells were subsequently inoculated and
incubated on the Ecoil-EGF-functionalized glass surfaces. At
the cellular scale, EGF binding to cell surface EGFR induces
transient EGFR phosphorylation in A431 cells, followed by the
internalization and degradation of the EGF/EGFR complex.45

We previously demonstrated that in solution, Ecoil-tagged
EGF has a similar bioactivity to wild-type EGF (EC50 = 4 nM
for EGFR phosphorylation30). Thus, the bioavailability of the
Ecoil-EGF proteins attached to the glass surfaces was here
assessed by phosphorylation assays of EGFR depending on the
initial Kcoil peptide grafting strategy.

In a previous study by Boucher et al.,28 we demonstrated
that Ecoil-EGF captured via coiled-coil interactions on a thiol-
coupled Kcoil surface retained its bioactivity, and induced
sustained EGFR phosphorylation by preventing EGF internal-
ization. Here, we focus on the influence of the Kcoil coupling
strategy on the bioactivity of Ecoil-EGF captured via coiled-
coil interactions. Besides the thiol coupling strategy, we studied
the amine coupling of Cys-free Kcoil. Ecoil-EGF was incubated
on amine- and thiol-coupled Kcoil surfaces, which were then
rinsed to remove unbound Ecoil-EGF. Next, A431 cells were
seeded and incubated for 5 h. Cell lysates were then collected
and probed for EGFR phosphorylation levels by Western blot
(Figure 6).

The capture level of Ecoil-EGF after the initial 2 h
incubation was estimated by probing the Ecoil-EGF solution
by ELISA, before and after the incubation (Table 4). When
incubating the surfaces with low concentrations of Ecoil-EGF

(1 or 10 nM), both amine and thiol coupling strategies allowed
for similar levels of Ecoil-EGF capture (>98% of the incubated

Figure 5. Similarity scores for the analysis of the interaction between EGFR-Fc and Ecoil-EGF, where Ecoil-EGF is captured by amine-coupled
Cys-free Kcoil (blue bars), thiol-coupled Cys-Kcoil (orange bars), or amine-coupled dimeric Cys-Kcoil (yellow bars). The similarity scores were
calculated independently both for the analyte injection phase (A) and the dissociation phase (B). A mean sensorgram was obtained for each of the
two 16-sensorgram batches of the experiment. All 16 sensorgrams within a batch were then compared to the mean sensorgram. Results show the
average similarity score for both batches of all grafting methods, with the comparison window varying from 0.1 to 1 RU. The results obtained for
each batch are shown in Figure S2.

Figure 6. (A) Bioactivity of grafted Ecoil-EGF based on the coupling
strategy used for the functionalization of the surfaces with Kcoil.
Bioactivity is measured by Western blot in terms of relative EGFR
phosphorylation levels. The signal is normalized to the signal obtained
for the transient phosphorylation (after 5 min of exposure) of EGFR
by 1 nM hEGF in solution and compared to the signal obtained when
hEGF is non-specifically adsorbed on the surfaces. Values are mean ±
standard deviation (n = 3). *p < 0.05 indicates statistically significant
differences in bilateral t-test pairwise comparisons. (B) Representative
western blot showing protein levels of phosphorylated EGFR (p-
EGFR, ∼180 kDa) and β-actin (∼42 kDa) when surfaces are
functionalized using amine coupling.
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amount). When increasing the concentration of Ecoil-EGF to
100 nM, thiol-coupled Kcoil captured almost all the incubated
Ecoil-EGF (>95%). For amine-coupled Kcoil, this amount
dropped to ≈60% of the incubated amount. This difference (p
< 0.01, bilateral t-test, n = 3) indicates that the oriented, N-
terminal thiol coupling of Cys-Kcoil proves more efficient for
the capture of Ecoil-tagged molecules than the amine coupling.

For all concentrations of Ecoil-EGF, western blot probing of
A431 cell lysates evidenced similar levels of EGFR
phosphorylation, regardless of the Kcoil grafting strategy
(Figure 6). Five hours after the seeding of the cells on the
Ecoil-EGF-functionalized glass surfaces, sustained phosphor-
ylation is observed. The intensity of this sustained phosphor-
ylation reaches 50−60% of the levels obtained when directly
incubating the cells with 1 nM hEGF in solution for 5 min
(transient phosphorylation). For both grafting conditions, a
10-fold increase (1 to 10 nM, Table 4) in the amount of
grafted Ecoil-EGF leads to a 2-fold increase in the
phosphorylation level. Furthermore, increasing the Ecoil-EGF
amount to 100 nM does not lead to increased phosphorylation,
indicating that a threshold is reached. Interestingly, we show
that Ecoil-EGF captured through coiled-coil interactions is
more efficient than non-specifically adsorbed hEGF, especially
when using the thiol coupling strategy.

Altogether, these results demonstrate that despite the thiol
coupling strategy allowing for more efficient capture of Ecoil-
EGF above a certain concentration threshold (Table 4), this
increase has no significant effect on EGF signaling (Figure 6).
This result is in line with what was previously observed by our
research group,48 where Murschel et al. reported a consistent
biological outcome when capturing Ecoil-tagged growth factors
by oriented adsorption. In all respects, at the cellular scale,
there is thus no incentive to favor one grafting strategy over the
other in terms of experimental efficiency.

5. DISCUSSION
Our research group uses the E/K coil system in a great variety
of applications by grafting Cys-Kcoil to various surfaces
through thiol chemistry. Examples include SPR assays (for the
interaction of antibodies23,49,50 and growth factors37 with their
respective receptor) as well as other bioassays such as ELISA26

for biomaterial functionalization28,31,51 and controlled gene
delivery.52 Cys-Kcoil production and storage are difficult as
this peptide is prone to oxidation, leading to dimeric Kcoil−
Kcoil by-products. Cys-Kcoil can be produced in two ways.
The first way is by chemical peptide synthesis. However, Kcoil
is costly to produce in this fashion because of its length (35
amino acids for Kcoil and 38 for Cys-Kcoil) and its propensity
to aggregate during synthesis. A monomeric, little-oxidized
Cys-Kcoil is obtained, but it will undergo oxidation in time.
The second way is by cell culture. Since short peptides such as
Kcoil (including Cys-Kcoil) do not require post-translational
modifications, bacteria are an appropriate expression system. In

that endeavor, our research group has previously shown that
fusing the Cys-Kcoil to a subsequently cleaved chaperone
protein improved its solubility and increased its production
levels in bacteria.33 However, we found that a significant
amount of thus-produced Cys-Kcoil had undergone dimeriza-
tion through oxidation during the purification process,
rendering them unsuitable for thiol chemistry.33

Reducing the disulfide bond could theoretically reactivate
the Cys-Kcoil, but we observed that reducing agents
deactivated the functional groups of the linkers typically used
to perform the thiol chemistry.34 Hence, reversing the
oxidation to subsequently perform the grafting is not
practically feasible. Therefore, producing a Kcoil that is devoid
of any cysteine residue (Cys-free Kcoil) would be preferable as
there would be no need to monitor/control the oxidation level,
rendering large-scale production in a bioreactor possible.

Since the Kcoil peptide contains multiple lysine residues, we
thus studied the impact of grafting the Kcoil through amine
coupling instead of thiol coupling via SPR. We found that thiol
coupling of Cys-Kcoil produced surfaces with a greater
capacity to interact with complementary single Ecoil peptides
and form E/K coiled-coil heterodimers, likely due to grafting
heterogeneity and steric hindrance in the amine coupling
scheme (Figure 1; Table 1). Then, Ecoil-tagged proteins were
captured onto both surfaces, and their interactions with
complementary analytes were assessed. We found that Ecoil-
tagged proteins bound the thiol-coupled Kcoil substantially
faster than the amine-coupled Kcoil, implying that a greater
amount of Ecoil-tagged protein must be used with Cys-free
Kcoil, which renders assays more costly, a major caveat when
the Ecoil-tagged protein is expensive (Tables 2 and 3).
Nevertheless, when the captured Ecoil-tagged protein had a
high affinity for its analyte (such as in the case of the EGFR/
EGF-Ecoil biological system), no difference was observed
between the ligand-analyte sensorgrams recorded with the two
Kcoil capture strategies (Figures 4 and 5). However, when the
affinity of the system was weak (IgG/Ecoil-FcγRIIIa), the
amine-coupled surface showed poor repeatability (Figures 2
and 3). We then compared the two strategies at the cellular
scale with an in vitro phosphorylation assay. Of salient interest,
here we found similar performance for both grafting strategies
(Figure 6). Overall, our findings indicate that SPR exhibits a
certain sensitivity to the grafting strategy, pointing to the fact
that Cys-Kcoil remains preferable for SPR studies, while assays
at a larger scale are not impacted by the Kcoil coupling.

In parallel to these experiments, we also tested an SPR
surface onto which oxidized dimeric Kcoil-Cys-Cys-Kcoil was
grafted with amine chemistry, as a way to potentially salvage
Cys-Kcoil lots that had undesirably oxidized. While Ecoil-
tagged protein capture was also slow on such a surface, it
interestingly exhibited similar repeatability as that of the thiol-
coupled surface in all SPR studies performed (Figures 2−5).
Hence, if a Cys-Kcoil lot has undergone oxidation, it remains
usable, only with a different grafting strategy. This, however,

Table 4. Density of Ecoil-EGF and hEGF Captured via Coiled-Coil Interaction or Non-specific Adsorption on the Glass Slides,
after the Initial 2 h of Incubationa

concentration of stock solutions Ecoil-EGF hEGF

captured after 2 h 1 nM 10 nM 100 nM 5 nM

on amine surface (pmol/cm2) 0.100 ± 0.001 1.00 ± 0.02 6.00 ± 1.00 0.50 ± 0.01
on thiol surface (pmol/cm2) 0.100 ± 0.001 1.00 ± 0.02 9.50 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.01

aValues (mean ± standard deviation, n = 3) are measured by ELISA by comparing the concentration in EGF moieties before and after incubation.
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only makes sense when the Ecoil-tagged ligand is not
expensive, as the amine-coupled dimeric Kcoil surface captured
the ligand 2 to 5 times slower than the thiol-coupled Kcoil
surface, leading to a greater Ecoil-tagged protein consumption
(Tables 2 and 3).

As SPR only requires small amounts of Kcoil (less than a
microgram per functionalized SPR surface, which can be used
for up to 1000 cycles23), we still recommend using thiol-
coupled Cys-Kcoil for SPR assays, even with increased Cys-
Kcoil production costs. Our novel finding resides in the results
of our cellular studies. Indeed, it appears that Cys-free amine-
coupled Kcoil is an appropriate alternative to thiol-coupled
Cys-Kcoil for such an application. This opens the door to
diminishing production costs related to Kcoil peptides. This is
of even greater interest as studies at this scale often require far
greater amounts of Kcoil peptides to be conducted. For
example, the functionalization of all surfaces used for the cell
studies in this manuscript required approximately 60 μg of
Kcoil peptides, affinity-based hydrogels previously reported by
our group required up to 10 μg of Kcoil per single-use gel,29

and auto-assembled gels reported by others necessitate up to
500 μg of Kcoil per gel [.53

Overall, we conclude that a randomly oriented, amine-
mediated grafting of Kcoil peptides can be an alternative to the
traditionally oriented thiol-mediated grafting in studies
involving large amounts of Kcoil to decorate surfaces and
gels. This can circumvent the issue of thiol oxidation observed
with cysteine-terminated Kcoil peptides, allowing for a more
repeatable and controlled grafting procedure as the oxidation
level is variable in time and impacts thiol coupling. Moreover,
the use of amine coupling approaches would ease large-scale
biomanufacture of Kcoil peptides as there would be no need to
prevent or control oxidation.
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